Meeting Minutes, 18 July 2022  
Shire, Ethiopia

LOCATION  Shire

DATE  18 July 2022

CHAIR  Logistics Cluster

PARTICIPANTS  Food for the Hungry Ethiopia (FHE), International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Innovation Humanitarian Solution (IHS), International Medical Corps (IMC), International Organisation for Migration (IOM), International Rescue Committee (IRC), International Medical Team International (MTI), World Health Organization (WHO), ZOA.

ACTION POINTS

• Partners wishing to access transport and storage services to submit the Service Request Form (SRF) via ethiopia.logisticsclustercargo@wfp.org
• Partners wishing to join Semera - Mekelle convoy movements with their own trucks to mail to: Ethiopia.humanitarianconvoys@wfp.org

AGENDA
1. Situation updates
2. Logistics Cluster Concept of Operations (ConOps)
3. Any Other Business (AOB)

1. Operational updates

• 14.8 mt of water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) items were received on behalf of one partner on 5 July 2022 at the Shire warehouse.
• Between 22 June and 15 July, the Logistics Cluster facilitated the dispatching of 5.2 mt of health and WASH items from the Shire warehouse to the Asgede Woreda, Shire, Axum, and Sheraro internally displaced persons (IDP) centers on behalf of two partners. Partners used their own trucks for these truck movements.
• Over the past four weeks, 1,579 trucks carrying approximately 6,8316.4 mt of humanitarian cargo and four fuel tankers carrying a total of 160,297 litres of fuel reached Mekelle between 13 June and 15 July.
• 23.6 mt of health cargo was airlifted from Addis Ababa to Mekelle on behalf of three partners between 13 June and 16 July.
• The Shire warehouse capacity is 730 m². At the time of reporting, 54 m² (7.4 %) was occupied by humanitarian cargo. The available warehouse space is currently 676 m² (corresponding to a warehouse capacity rate of 92.6%).
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2. Logistics Cluster Concept of Operations (ConOps)

- The Logistics Cluster provided an overview of its role and services available to partners, which include information management, coordination support, capacity strengthening support, and facilitation to access common logistics services (land, river, air transport and common storage). Further information on the Logistics Cluster operations in Ethiopia can be found on the Concept of Operations (ConOps).
- Partners were also informed that, if partners secure fuel themselves, the Logistics Cluster can support with truck access to transport humanitarian supplies within Tigray.

3. Any Other Business (AOB)

- One partner asked if the Logistics Cluster can support with fuel provision for one-way transport. The Logistics Cluster answered that, for all fuel-related matters, partners are encouraged to reach out to WFP Bilateral Service Provision (BSP) by writing to helen.somes@wfp.org.

The next Shire Logistics Cluster Coordination Meeting is scheduled for 1 August 2022 at 14:00 EAT at the UNHCR conference room

Contacts

Andrea Rosales  Logistics Cluster Coordinator  andrea.rosales@wfp.org
Pamela Onyango  Deputy Logistics Cluster Coordinator  pamela.onyago@wfp.org
Mustapha Kemokai  Logistics Cluster Operations Manager  mustapha.kemokai@wfp.org
Hannah Bamberger  Information Management Officer  hannah.bamberger@wfp.org
Bruck Omwayi  Field Logistics Cluster Coordinator Shire-Mekelle  bruck.omwayi@wfp.org
Lwam Beyene  Information Management Assistant, Shire  lwam.beyene@wfp.org

https://logcluster.org/ops/eth20a